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CLARITY
Eliminate ambiguity. Enable 

people to see, understand, 

and act with confidence.



EFFICIENCY
Streamline and optimize 

workflows. Intelligently 

anticipate needs to help 

people work better, smarter, 

and faster.



CONSISTENCY
Create familiarity and strengthen intuition by applying the 

same solution to the same problem.



BEAUTY
Demonstrate respect for people’s time 

and attention through thoughtful and 

elegant craftsmanship. 



FAILED DESIGN SYSTEMS 
ARE DUE TO LACK OF A 
UNIFIED VISION, SHARED 
LANGUAGE, AND PURPOSE.



“ Freed from some of the daily tedium 
that can come with being a designer,  
I can shift the bulk of my time & energy 
to looking at the bigger picture.”

KATEY BASYE



DESIGN SYSTEMS 
DO NOT INHIBIT 
CREATIVITY



“A beautiful design system is about finding 
the same balance of consistency & variety. 
Too systematic & the design becomes 
predictable & repetitive.  Too much variation 
& the system is confusing & overwhelming.”

YESENIA PEREZ-CRUZ











LET’S TALK ABOUT 
WHAT IT MEANS 
TO BE CREATIVE



“What if there were a school 
teaching design decentered 
from the hegemonic design 
gaze + centered unheard 
voices/ideas/cultures?”

AMÉLIE LAMONT





TWITTER.COM/AMELIELAMONT/STATUS/
1032272347326230528









wired.com/story/jennifer-hom-illustrations-airbnb



“I looked at it not from an aesthetic 
perspective, but what is the 
company trying to do? How is it 
moving into the future?”
JENNIFER HOM



“Through sketching with clients, we use their expertise 
to generate a deeper understanding and more 
informed visual designs. In these sessions, people tend 
to tell stories as they draw, or talk out loud about ideas 
they have but can’t really articulate yet. We work off 
each other’s ideas to come up with solutions together.”

JERLYN JARNPOON-PHILLIPS







“Here’s the simple truth: you can’t 
innovate on products without first 
innovating the way you build them.”

ALEX SCHLEIFER







_color.scss.erb

colors: 

  - name: hopbush 

    hex:  "c69" 

  - name: bouquet 

    hex:  "b37399" 

  - name: venus 

    hex:  "998099" 

  - name: patina 

    hex:  "699" 

  - name: nebula 

    hex:  "d2e1dd" 

  - name: white 

    hex:  "fff" 

<% data.color.colors.each do |swatch| %> 

$<%= swatch.name %>: #<%= swatch.hex %>; 

<% end %> 

data/color.yml



03_color.html.haml

colors: 

  - name: hopbush 

    hex:  "c69" 

  - name: bouquet 

    hex:  "b37399" 

  - name: venus 

    hex:  "998099" 

  - name: patina 

    hex:  "699" 

  - name: nebula 

    hex:  "d2e1dd" 

  - name: white 

    hex:  "fff" 

%ul.swatches 

  - for swatch in data.color.colors 

    %li{class: "swatch-" + swatch.name} 

      %pre 

        %code 

          = "$" + swatch.name 

          %br/ 

          = "#" + swatch.hex

data/color.yml





DEATHSTAR



KENOBI



KENOBI.CSS.SASS DEATHSTAR.CSS.SASS



KENOBI.CSS.SASS DEATHSTAR.CSS.SASS



KENOBI.CSS.SASS DEATHSTAR.CSS.SASS



“Focus first on designing the system of real-
world objects, then on designing a system of 
implementation to bring it all to life”

SOPHIA VOYCHEHOVSKI











NOT EVERYTHING HAS TO 
BE IN THE SYSTEM. 

NOT EVERYTHING HAS TO 
BE FROM THE SYSTEM.



“ Patterns are not dogma,  
they can change and adapt.”

CLAUDINA SARAHE



“ True collaboration isn’t throwing designs over the 
wall… It’s designers, engineers, and the rest of the 
team sharing the responsibility to build a 
quality product…Reduce the barriers, support and 
empower them, and designers who code will 
become the norm.”

DIANA MOUNTER



MEDIUM.COM/SALESFORCE-UX/THE-SALESFORCE-TEAM-MODEL-FOR-SCALING-A-DESIGN-SYSTEM-D89C2A2D404B



youtu.be/RFESYir99Kw









DESIGN SYSTEMS 
ARE FOR PEOPLE



RESOURCES



clarityconf.com



SLACK.DESIGN.SYSTEMS



STYLEGUIDES.IO



PUBLICATION.DESIGN.SYSTEMS



COALITION.DESIGN.SYSTEMS



NEWS.DESIGN.SYSTEMS



JOBS.DESIGN.SYSTEMS



S A N  F R A N C I S C O

sfdsc.co



designbetter.co/design-systems-handbook
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